8 Reasons for Corning in Your Data Center

1. Invented **low-loss optical fiber**, paving the way for today’s state-of-the-art communications networks

2. Developed the industry’s first **bend-insensitive optical fiber** – ClearCurve® – which transformed data center cabling

3. A leader in **customer-driven innovation**, we invest approximately 10 percent of our revenue in R&D, fueling hundreds of patents each year

4. Data center solutions optimized for the networks of today and tomorrow, providing **simple migration to future data rates** of 40 to 100G, with cost savings of more than 25 percent

5. EDGE™ and EDGE8™ solutions **maximize valuable data center real estate** – the product’s introduction as much as doubled typical fiber density

6. **Mitigate risk** with easy-to-use preconnectorized EDGE and EDGE8 components that provide superior quality, improve functionality, and decrease installation time

7. With a **global footprint**, our manufacturing capacity and ability to quickly deliver products help you meet your installation timeline

8. A **full-service provider**, we support you from upfront design and engineering through post-installation testing and support